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Abstract—We propose a novel localized routing protocol for wireless sensor networks (WSN) that is energy-efficient and guarantees delivery. We prove that it is constant factor of the optimum for dense networks. To forward a packet, a node \( s \) in graph \( G \) computes the cost of the energy weighted shortest path (SP) between \( s \) and each of its neighbors which are closer to the destination than itself. It then selects node \( x \) which minimizes the ratio of the cost of the SP to the progress towards the destination. It then sends the message to the first node on the SP from \( s \) to \( x \); say node \( x' \). Node \( x' \) restarts the same greedy routing process until the destination is reached or the routing fails. To recover from the latter scenario, our algorithm invokes Face routing that guarantees delivery. This article is the first to optimize energy consumption of Face routing. First, we build a connected dominating set from graph \( G \), second we compute its Gabriel graph to obtain the planar graph \( G' \). Face routing is applied on \( G' \) only to decide which edges to follow in the recovery process. On each edge, greedy routing is applied. This two-phase (greedy-Face) End-to-End routing process (EtE) reiterates until the final destination is reached. Simulation results show that EtE outperforms several existing geographical routing on energy consumption metric.

I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless ad hoc networks, including sensor networks, are receiving a lot of attentions in recent years due to their potential applications in various areas such as monitoring, security and data gathering. However they have some unavoidable limitations compared to fixed infrastructure networks. Energy consumption and scalability are two challenging issues in designing protocols for sensor networks since they operate on limited capacity batteries while the number of deployed sensors could be very large.

In this paper, we focus on designing routing protocols that are scalable, energy efficient and that guarantee delivery in general networks. We consider only localized algorithms where nodes do not need the dissemination of route discovery information nor need to maintain routing tables. Only local information such as the position of the current node holding a packet, the one of its neighbors and the one of the destination are required. Several localized routing protocols [1] with hop count as metric have been proposed to improve scalability. Each node has position information by using a GPS or other localization means [2]; routing decisions are made at each node using only local information. Energy-aware localized routing schemes [3], [4], [5] use power consumption as metric. Bust most routing schemes do not guarantee delivery especially in networks with obstacles such as holes and buildings. Several recovery schemes have been proposed [6] to overcome such drawbacks. Localized power aware routing algorithms that also guarantee delivery were proposed in [7], [8], [9]. In this work, we propose an end-to-end geographic path discovery protocol (EtE) with the following properties: (i) **Localised**: In EtE, a node has to be aware only of its location, of its neighbors and of the final destination. (ii) **Scalable**: EtE is memoryless as no routing information need to be stored at the node. (iii) **Loop free**: EtE is loop-free since the greedy step always chooses a node in the forward direction of the destination. (iv) **Guaranteed delivery**: EtE has 2 routing phases: a localized greedy protocol prone to routing failure and a Face routing step that guarantees delivery invoked when needed. (v) **Energy efficient**: Every routing step EtE takes is energy aware. To avoid expensive long edges, EtE computes an energy weighted localized shortest path (SP) from the relaying node to all its neighbors in the forward direction and selects the one that minimizes the cost of the SP to the progress towards the destination. To avoid expensive short edges, EtE runs Face routing over a connected dominating set (CDS) on which it computes a SP. We prove that the Euclidean length of the path found in greedy phase is within a constant factor of the optimum. For dense uniform networks, we prove that the total energy of a computed path is constant factor of the optimal.

This paper is organized as follows. We introduce the network model and state our assumptions in Section II. Then we briefly cover related work in Section III. In Section IV, we introduce our protocol EtE. We compare EtE performance to existing protocols in Section V and conclude in Section VI.

II. PRELIMINARIES

Network Model While the network model can be arbitrary, the simulations are based on the widely adopted Unit Disk Graph (UDG) model [10]. UDG is defined by \( G = (V,E) \), where \( V \) represents the set of sensor nodes in the network and there is an edge \( e = (u,v) \in E \) between nodes \( u \) and \( v \) if and only if the Euclidean distance between them \( |uv| \leq R \), where \( R \) is the transmission radius, equal for all nodes. Let \( N(u) \) be the set of neighbors of node \( u \). Let \( N_e(u) \) be the
set of nodes from $N(u)$ which are closer to $x$ than $u$ that is: $N_x(u) = N(u)\cap\{v\}$ s.t. $|vx| < |xu|$. We define the density of the network as the average number of neighbors per node. We assume that each node is aware of its position, the ones of its neighbors and of the destination.

Energy Model The most common energy model [11] is as follows: $power(r) = r^\alpha + c$ if $r \neq 0$, 0 otherwise, where $r$ is the distance separating two neighboring nodes; $c$ is the overhead due to signal processing; $\alpha$ is a real constant ($\geq 2$) that represents the signal attenuation. The optimal transmission radius, $r^*$, that minimizes the total power consumption for a routing task is equal to: $r^* = \sqrt{\frac{c}{\alpha}}$ assuming that nodes can be placed on a line toward the destination [4].

III. LITERATURE REVIEW

1) Routing: We briefly describe position based routing schemes relevant to this work. We distinguish between two routing metrics: hop count and power consumption.

Hop count based routing In the greedy method [12], a node holding a packet forwards it to its neighbor $a$ that is the closest to the destination. Though this greedy routing works well in dense networks, it fails if a node $a$ is closer to the destination than any of its neighbors. A routing algorithm that guarantees delivery in 2-D UDG is described in [1]. It applies greedy routing until either the message is delivered or the routing fails. In the latter case, Face routing is applied to recover from failure. Face routing requires the network topology to be a planar graph (i.e., no edges intersect each other). To planarize a graph, several algorithms can be used [1], [13]. Gabriel Graph (GG), for instance, contains edges between nodes $u$ and $v$ iff no other nodes are located inside the circle centered in the middle of edge $(u, v)$ and with diameter $|uv|$. GG has some desirable properties when used for routing in wireless networks such as localized message, free computation and preserving connectivity [1]. GG divides the network into faces. The face that contains the line $(sd)$, where $s$ is the failure node, and $d$ is the destination node, is traversed by right/left-hand rule (placing a virtual hand on the wall of the face) until a node $a$ closer to destination than $s$ is encountered. It has been shown in [6] that Face routing guarantees recovery traversing the first face. Greedy routing continues from $a$ until delivery or another failure node is encountered.

Power consumption based routing Cost over Progress based routing [14], [4] is a localized metric aware greedy routing scheme. A node forwards a packet to the neighbor closer to $d$ such that the ratio of the energy consumed to the progress made (measured as the reduction in distance to $d$) is minimized. Though energy efficient, this algorithm does not guarantee delivery. The first article to address guaranteed delivery in power aware localized routing is [7]. It is a Greedy-Face-Greedy (GFG) approach where greedy routing is the same as in [4] while Face routing is similar to the one in [1]. One of the drawbacks of Face routing is that it is likely to follow short edges of GG that may be power inefficient.

[9] proposes a GFG energy aware routing with guaranteed delivery. The energy awareness is introduced at the greedy phase where the path to the selected neighbor is enhanced by following the energy weighted SP. The algorithm works as follows. Node $s$ currently holding a packet selects neighbor $a$ closest to $d$ as its temporary destination node. Instead of transmitting directly to $a$, $s$ computes the energy weighted SP to $a$. This path is followed until a node $b$ closer to $d$ than $s$ is reached. Face routing [1] is applied to recover from failure points. In this work, we will refer to this protocol as SPFSP.

In LEARN [8], a localized energy aware routing is proposed. A node $s$ selects neighbor $b$ inside a restricted neighborhood $(b \leq \alpha$ for $\alpha < \pi/3$) that has the largest energy mileage, determined as the ratio $\frac{|sb|}{power(|sb|)}$. If no such neighbor exists inside the restricted neighborhood, LEARN fails. In the variant LEARN-G, a node switches to greedy routing [12] in case of failure and selects the neighbor closest to the destination. Finally, in the variant LEARN-GFG, a node invokes Face routing when a failure occurs.

Clearly, all existing algorithms use an energy unaware Face routing as a recovery routing scheme. To the best of our knowledge, EtE is the first work to combine Face routing with a power consumption metric.

2) Connected dominating sets: Dominating sets (DS) are defined as follows. Each node in a graph either belongs to a DS or has a neighbor in the DS. Computing the smallest CDS is known to be NP-complete even if the global topology is known. Dai and Wu [15] introduced a generalized DS concept, where coverage can be provided by an arbitrary number of connected 1-hop neighbors. The definition was modified by [5], to avoid message exchanges between neighbors. It is then further simplified in [16] as follows. First, each node $a$ checks if it is an intermediate node. Then if so, node $a$ constructs a subgraph $G'$ of its neighbors with higher key values. If $G'$ is empty or disconnected then $a$ is in the DS. If $G'$ is connected but there exists a neighbor of $a$ which is not a neighbor of any node of $G'$ then $a$ is in the CDS. If position information of 1-hop neighbors is available, nodes can decide whether or not they belong to a so defined CDS without exchanging any message with their neighbors.

IV. NEW ROUTING APPROACH – EtE ALGORITHM

We describe a novel energy efficient georouting $EtE$ with guaranteed delivery. It is based on a GFG routing in which both steps (greedy and Face) are energy aware.

Greedy Routing The greedy step of EtE is based on the SP computation as in [9] but with important differences: first, in the choice of the temporary destination and second, in the computation of the SP. In [9], to send a message, a node $s$
first selects its neighbor closest to the destination (node \( b \) in Fig. 1). Then it computes the SP between itself and the selected node. When node \( s \) computes the SP towards \( b \), it considers all the nodes in its neighborhood (nodes in backward direction \( c,e \) and nodes in forward direction \( b,f,j,k \) in Fig. 1). In this example, the SP found goes through node \( c \) which is not neighbor of \( b \) and thus would not be able to compute the SP to \( b \). Therefore, the SP needs to be embedded in the message to reach node \( b \). In \[9\] the SP from \( s \) to \( b \) is truncated at node \( f \), first node on the SP closer to \( d \) than \( s \). In \( \text{EtE} \), and contrary to \[9\], the SP is computed only over nodes in the neighborhood of \( s \) in forward direction. In Fig. 1, \( s \) considers only nodes in the grey shaded area, nodes \( b,f,j,k \) and \( k \). Since each node on the SP that receives the message locally computes the next hop, EtE does not need to embed the SP in the message as in \[9\] but only the addresses of the source, destination and next hop selected neighbor of \( s \). As we show in our simulations, this is a major advantage of EtE over the method in \[9\] especially when the SP is long. Moreover, since at each step we get closer to the destination, it is clear that EtE is loop-free.

Let \( \mathcal{F}(s,d) \) be a function defining the selection criteria of \( s \)'s next hop toward \( d \). \( s \) selects node \( b \) which minimizes \( \mathcal{F}(s,d) \). Our greedy routing step differs from the one in \[9\] in the choice of \( \mathcal{F} \). In \[9\], node \( s \) selects its neighbor \( b \) which is the closest to destination \( d \), i.e., \( \mathcal{F}(s,d) = \min_{u \in \mathcal{N}_d(s)} |ud| \). To be more energy efficient, we select this node in a cost-over-progress (COP) fashion \[17\] where we define our cost as the cost-over-distance (COP) of the edge \( (u,d) \) is the set of edges remaining in the \( G \) and not needed to be selected since it may be too long \( |sb| > r^* \). Therefore, we apply the greedy algorithm described in Algorithm 1, where final destination is replaced by temporary destination \( b \). That is, \( \text{EtE}_{\text{Greedy}}(s',b) \) is invoked. If \( b \) is closer to the destination node than \( s \), node \( b \) selects the next hop in the routing path by following the greedy routing described above. Otherwise, it determines the next hop by following Face routing over CDS nodes and computes the SP to reach it. This process reiterates until the final destination is reached, as formally described in Algorithm 2.

**Algorithm 1** Localized Greedy Algorithm \( \text{EtE}_{\text{Greedy}}(s,d) \)

\[
x \leftarrow s, \ ok \leftarrow 1, \ min \leftarrow \infty
\]

while \( x \neq d \) and \( ok = 1 \) do

\[
V \leftarrow N(x) \bigcap \{v \ s.t. |vd| < |sd|\}
\]

if \( V = \emptyset \) then

\[
ok \leftarrow 0
\]

else

for each node \( y \in V \) do

\[
C \leftarrow \text{cost}_G(x,y) / |yd| \equiv |ud|
\]

if \( C < \min \) then

\[
\min \leftarrow C, \ x \leftarrow \text{first node on } SP(x,y)
\]

end if

end if

end while

return \([x, ok]\).

**Algorithm 2** Routing Protocol Algorithm \( \text{EtE}(G,s,d) \)

\[
G' \leftarrow DS(G) \cup \{s,d\},
\]

\[
G'' \leftarrow \text{GG}(G')
\]

\[
ok \leftarrow 1 \quad \text{\{flag for greedy phase; } ok = 0 \text{ for recovery phase\}}
\]

\[
u \leftarrow s
\]

while \( u \neq d \) do

\[
[u, ok] \leftarrow \text{EtE}_{\text{Greedy}}(u,d), \ u' \leftarrow u
\]

while \( ok = 0 \) do

\{Greedy routing failed on node \( u \). Face Routing is invoked.\}

\[
v \leftarrow \text{FACE}(u',d) \quad \text{\{v is the next node on the proper face\}}
\]

\[
[u', \text{success}] \leftarrow \text{EtE}_{\text{Greedy}}(u',v)
\]

\{Note that \( u' = v \) at exit because success is guaranteed \}

if \( |u'd| < |ud| \) then

\[
ok \leftarrow 1; u \leftarrow u'
\]

end if

end while

end while

Fig. 2 illustrates a sample execution of EtE algorithm from node 1 to node 8. Node 1 runs greedy routing and computes the cost of SP towards nodes 2, 19 and 21 (node 23 is not considered since \([23 - 8] > [1 - 8]\)). Node 1 selects node 19 since it provides the lowest COP and sends the packet to node 21, the first node on the SP towards 19. Node 21 finds

\footnote{This may come from 2-hop position knowledge, or by adding a bit in any message sent by nodes to their neighbors.}
node 20 as its best forwarder and in this case SP is that link. Node 20 selects node 18 by following a SP through node 16 which then forwards to node 18 where greedy routing fails. Face routing is then invoked to follow edges 18-16 (directly), 16-15 and 15-11 (which are replaced by paths 16-14-15 and 15-13-11 respectively for energy efficiency). Greedy routing then continues till delivery to 11 selecting 10 via 9, 9 selecting 7 via 10, and 10 selecting destination 8 via node 7.

We now prove more properties of EtE algorithm.

**Definition 1:** A path meets angular constraints if every hop is within an angle $\theta \leq \alpha < \frac{\pi}{2}$, $\theta \to 0$ toward the destination.

**Theorem 1:** Any path from $s$ to $d$ meeting angular constraint has length that is constant length of the optimum $|sd|$.

**Proof:** The proof is the same as in [8] where it was restricted specifically to the protocol LEARN. Since that proof does not include any cost function, and is based solely on geometric arguments, it is generally valid for a family of protocols respecting the angular constraint.

**Theorem 2:** When EtE routing finds a path from source $s$ to destination $d$ in dense graphs, the total energy consumption of the path is within a constant factor of the optimum.

**Proof:** For any intermediate node $s$ with packet to forward, EtE routing protocol selects the neighbor $u$ such that $\frac{power_{s,u}}{|sd| - |du|} \leq \frac{power_{s,v}}{|sd| - |dv|}$. The expected number of hops by both algorithms are $\frac{|sd|}{|sd| - |du|}$ and $\frac{|sd|}{|sd| - |dv|}$ respectively. The expected energy consumption of the respective paths are then equal to $\{power_{s,u} \cdot \frac{|sd|}{|sd| - |du|}\}$ and $\{power_{s,v} \cdot \frac{|sd|}{|sd| - |dv|}\}$ which is equivalent to multiplying both sides of the above inequality by $|sd|$. Therefore EtE consumes less energy than LEARN. Since LEARN was proven in [8] to require constant factor of the optimum power for sufficiently dense networks, the theorem follows. Note that the argument is in fact probabilistic with details given in [8].

**V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION**

We use a home-made C simulator that assumes no interferences and no packet collisions. The simulated network can be described as follows. Nodes are deployed in a $1000 \times 1000$ square using a Poisson Point Process (node positions are independent) with different node degree $\delta$. Nodes can adapt their range between 0 and $R = 200$. We compare EtE to GFG [6], SPFSP [9] and LEARN-GFG [8] for the same samples of node distribution, same source and destination nodes, both randomly chosen. We evaluate the energy consumption of each algorithm based on the energy model described in Section II. As in [11], we use $c = 10^7$ and $\alpha = 4$, which leads to an optimal range of $r^* = 100$ [17]. To further evaluate the routing protocols, we computed their energy overhead using as reference the optimal centralized energy weighted SP (Dijkstra algorithm [18]). We let $e_s$ and $e_d$ be the energy consumed using any described protocol and the centralized SP protocol, respectively. We define the energy overhead as the ratio $\frac{e_s}{e_d}$. Since one of the novelty of EtE is the use of a CDS, we compare it to its variant EtE’ that uses the basic Face phase as in SPFSP. We evaluate the performance of each phase of the protocols independently for better insights on the behavior of the routing schemes. Finally, we evaluate the performance of the routing schemes on a homogeneous network and on a topology with a crescent hole. Because of page restriction, we only present here simulation results for this latter topology.

**Paths power consumption** Fig. 3 shows that EtE and EtE’ outperform existing solutions. They consume only 20% more energy than the optimal algorithm in a topology with a hole (10% if no hole). The next best performing algorithm is LEARN-GFG, then SPFSP. The worst results are achieved by GFG which consumes 75% more energy than the optimal solution. Since EtE and EtE’ perform the same greedy algorithm, EtE outperforms EtE’ only when Face routing is used.

**Greedy routing performance** Simulations show that greedy routing never rises above 90% success rate in a topology with a hole (against 100% hit rate in homogeneous networks when $\delta > 15$). Fig 4 plots the energy overhead (computed only for successful routings) and shows that our greedy routing algorithm outperforms existing solutions. Moreover, privileging nodes within an angular sector as in LEARN is more efficient than computing a SP toward the node that minimizes the distance to the destination. GFG is the solution which offers the worst performing greedy algorithm.

**Face routing performance** We evaluate 4 variants of Face routing algorithm independently of the greedy phase: (1) Face used by GFG, run on a GG issued from all nodes in the 2\footnote{In such a Poisson Point Process, the total number of nodes is probabilistic and is obtained from a Poisson Law of intensity $\lambda$ with $\lambda = \frac{nR^2}{\pi}$.}
network; (2) SPFace (EtE’ and SPFSP), which selects the next node using Face and reaches it by performing a SP; (3) DSDSFace, run over a GG issued from the CDS; and (4) SPDSFace (EtE), which selects the next node using DSDSFace and reaches it by performing a SP. Results are given in Fig. 5. Notice that SPFace and Face obtain exactly the same results and that by using a CDS, we achieve better energy saving. This can be explained thanks to Fig. 6 which plots face edges average length for the different GGs and the length of the edges followed by the various Face routing algorithms. It shows that, by extracting a GG from the entire set of nodes in the network, we keep only short edges, often smaller than the optimal hop length. So, there is no need to perform a SP. When extracting a GG from a CDS, we keep edges which may easily be longer or equal to the optimal hop length. In this case, performing a SP is of interest. However, this is under condition than the length of faces \( l \) is such that \( l > r \), which depends on the maximum radius \( R \). For instance, for \( \delta = 10 \), for \( 150 < R < 210 \), \( l < r \) if no CDS is used but \( l > r \) with the use of a CDS. Thus, in such cases, using a CDS is of interest, which is supported by Fig. 7.

VI. CONCLUSION

We propose a novel routing protocol, EtE, that is both energy efficient and guaranteed delivery. EtE is general enough to be efficiently deployed in a network with arbitrary topology. It is a 2-phase routing protocol that uses an energy optimized greedy routing followed by an energy efficient Face routing scheme. To the best of our knowledge, EtE is the first algorithm that uses an energy efficient Face routing. It is achieved by the integration of the dominating set to optimize the path edge length. Based on our intensive simulations, EtE outperforms various energy-aware routing schemes.
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